Sunday Service 19th April 2020
Written and recorded by Gina Langsfied during the closure for
the Spiritualist Association of Great Britain at this time
Good afternoon everyone, this is Gina speaking once again on behalf of the
SAGB and we welcome to our Sunday get together.
It is with great sadness we have to announce the passing of Daphne Cross, one
of our well-loved pass mediums, who transitioned to spirit last Wednesday. This
meeting is dedicated to Daphne and our greatest sympathy goes out to her
family and friends.
Today I would like to start, by reading you a short extract from the teaching of
White Eagle. Much loved spirit guide to the medium Grace Cooke. This passage
is taken from a book called Beautiful Road Home and White Eagle speaks of the
power of love.
Love is the most profound secret of the universe, it is the beginning of life,
indeed it is life itself. Its seed lies within every soul all through many, many
incarnations lost paths so the majority of souls discover their own secret. The
power that lies within their own being. At the present time it often appears to
be chaotic, but remember that what appears to be evil is a tester of the human
spirit and continues to grow with the light within a light which is love.
White Eagles words were spoken many long years ago, but how equally well
they apply to our situation at this very moment. Our world again appears to be
chaotic and yet again it is time for that power of love to be tested. Love, such a
small word yet at the same time the most powerful word in our written
language, now throughout this pandemic crisis Its magical power is needed
perhaps even more than usual.
Most of us feel we have no power over conforming to current situations
because we may not be the medical, political or scientific leaders who are in the
position of changing things for the better. Perhaps we don’t have power in the

practical sense but we do never the less have power, the power to feel and
express love its vital forces reach a long way.
Spiritualist know this by the very fact that love ones in the spirit word can heal
our hearts by sending the light of their love across one dimension to another.
Likewise we can significantly heal hearts that are aching across the earth by
sending out the light of our love, across the world to the sick, to those that
have recently transitioned to spirit.
To our key workers and to those who perhaps that need it most of all, those
who mourn their love ones, some taken by this terrible virus and the mourners
having to cope under the hardest of circumstance’s. The brilliant NHS give their
unconditional love to care for the sick, they likewise need the light of our love
to strengthen and stir them on.
On a personal note physical separation is painful, but as White Eagle has
always said, speaking of so called death, in love there is no separation likewise
is applied to those temporarily separated by social distancing. Tell your mother
across the phone how deeply you love her, she will feel your light and sense
your kiss. Tell your friend how much you miss them, they will feel your feel your
spiritual hug. If we all shine the light of love just think of its power to dispel the
darkness.
I again quote White Eagle, Love is a power that lies within your own being, love
the greatest power, the force of life.
On behalf of our manager Karl and the trustees our mediums, healers and
myself Gina. I ask that the power of love will lead us all, to keep right on to the
end of the road, God Bless
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